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Abstract

A new data set of 851 lineaments mapped from European Remote Sensing satellites 1 and 2 full resolution Synthetic

Aperture Radar (SAR) data are interpreted as geological proxies for stresses resulting from plate and block collision near the

Cape Kamchatka region of the Kamchatka Peninsula using a Geographical Information Systems-based analysis. Numerical

Manifold Method (NMM) analysis is used to model the stress field within the Cape Kamchatka region resulting from the

collision of lithospheric plates and blocks. Results of our NMM model, using different plate motion and plate configuration in

the region, are compared with orientation data for the mapped set of lineaments. These data suggest that the lineaments

observed in SAR cannot be fully explained by a simple two-plate model in this in the Cape Kamchatka region. As an

alternative, we propose that the data can be explained by the existence of the previously proposed Komandorskiy Block. Recent

Global Positioning Satellite measurements in the Aleutian Islands support our lineament-derived model and show that the near

Islands/Komandorskiy Island block of the extreme western Aleutians is moving independently of the North American Plate.

D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Kamchatka Peninsula of northeastern Russia

consists of zones of complexly deformed accreted

terranes. The study area includes Cape Kamchatka

and part of the Central Kamchatka Depression in the

latitude–longitude range of 55.5–58.0jN to 159.9–

163.3jE and is located on the eastern side of the

Kamchatka Peninsula (Fig. 1). Presently, the Cape

Kamchatka region is an area of intense tectonic

activity with an unknown number of lithospheric

plates and/or tectonic blocks interacting. Models con-

sisting of two plates (e.g. Chapman and Solomon,

1976; Cook et al., 1986; Riegel et al., 1993), three

plates (Cook et al., 1986; Riegel et al., 1993; Geist

and Scholl, 1994), or two plates with numerous blocks

(Mackey et al., 1997; Avé Lallemant and Oldow,

2000) have been proposed for this region. In this

study, we determine the plate configuration in the
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Fig. 1. (A) Regional map of the Kamchatka Peninsula. (B) Geology map of the study area, located within the SAR boundary (bounding rectangle of SAR 55.5–58.0jN, 159.9–
163.3jE), using the geology coverages from AGI (1998). (C) Map showing SAR-mapped lineaments in the Cape Kamchatka region. (D) Locations of points at which linear plate

velocities were calculated.
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Fig. 2. Possible plate geometries within the Northwester Pacific Basin (Plates are, EUR: Eurasian; NAM: North American; PAC: Pacific; CHI:

China; OKH: Okhotsk; BER: Bering, KIB: Komandorskiy Island Block). Configurations (A) through (E) are redrafted from Chapman and

Solomon (1976). Configuration F is redrafted from Mackey et al. (1997).
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northwestern Pacific basin in the region of Cape

Kamchatka, Kamchatka Peninsula, Russia using lin-

eaments mapped from full-resolution ERS-1 and

ERS-2 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data as an

indicator for the orientation of the major stress axis

(Zimmerman, 2000).

Previous models can be broadly classified into

two-plate models in which only two plates are inter-

acting in the Cape Kamchatka region and three-plate

models in which three plates (or blocks) are interact-

ing in this region. Numerous authors have discussed

the number, location, and configuration of tectonic

plates in the Pacific basin in terms of seismic data,

paleomagnetic data, magnetic isochrons, and fault

orientation data (Chapman and Solomon, 1976; Enge-

bretson et al., 1984, 1985; Watson and Fujita, 1985;

Grigoriev and Krylov, 1992; Heiphetz et al., 1992a,b;

Didenko et al., 1993; Riegel et al., 1993; Geist and

Scholl, 1994; Mackey et al., 1997; Perchesky et al.,

1997; Levashova et al., 1998).

Chapman and Solomon (1976) examined five pos-

sible plate configurations for Kamchatka using seis-

micity and focal mechanisms (Fig. 2A–E). The

configurations range from three to four plates being

present in the northwestern Pacific with the position of

a plate junction at, or offshore, from Cape Kamchatka.

Their accepted model shows only a two-plate inter-

action at Cape Kamchatka (Fig. 2C). Riegel et al.

(1993) use focal mechanisms and lineament data to

invoke a three-plate configuration at Cape Kamchatka.

On the basis of seismicity data, Mackey et al. (1997)

introduce evidence for several tectonic blocks interact-

ing at Cape Kamchatka (Fig. 2F). Examination of the

components of each hypothesis in conjunction with

geologic and geophysical evidence brings the picture

only slightly more in focus. Complicating the matter

further is that plate boundaries do not remain constant

over time; thus, plates or blocks, which may have been

present in the past, may no longer exist.

Of the models examined, most authors suggest that

at any given time, only two plates were actively

converging to form Kamchatka. Engebretson et al.

(1984, 1985) favors a two-plate model based on the

compilation of magnetic isochrons and fault orienta-

tion data used to determine velocity and orientation of

the plates. Watson and Fujita (1985) confirm that the

structural evidence of thrust and strike–slip faults

matches the convergence of the Pacific and Eurasian

plates. Riegel et al. (1993), however, notes that the

orientation of lateral faults in Eurasia is inconsistent

with this model. Our study provides additional data

with reference to fault orientations at Cape Kamchatka

through time to give additional insight on this ques-

tion. Other hypotheses for the plate configuration of

the northwestern Pacific include smaller tectonic

blocks (Mackey et al., 1997; Avé Lallemant and

Oldow, 2000; Gaeidicke et al., 2000). Mackey et al.

(1997) proposes and provides evidence for a Bering

Block and in their reconstruction shows other tectonic

blocks. Global Positioning System results (Avé Lal-

lemant et al., 1999; Oldow et al., 1999) suggest that

the Near Island Block of the Aleutian Islands is

moving independently at a rate of approximately

40% the rate of the Pacific plate (Avé Lallemant and

Oldow, 2000). The goal of this study was to determine

primary lineament structural data of this region in

order to evaluate regional stress regimes. We then

compared our data with numerical-model derived

stress orientation data for a select set of possible plate

configurations in the Cape Kamchatka region. After

comparing observations with the predictions of vari-

ous plate models, we strongly favor a three-block

model in which the Okhotsk plate, Pacific plate and

Komandorskiy block interact at Cape Kamchatka.

2. Methodology

In order to address questions about stresses and

plate interactions in the tectonically active Cape

Kamchatka region of the Kamchatka Peninsula, Rus-

sia, mapping of lineaments from ERS-1 and ERS-2

synthetic aperture radar images was undertaken. The

SAR images were supplied by NASA and the Alaska

SAR Facility. Each individual scene covers an area of

100� 100 km. Full resolution images have 12.5 m

pixel spacing with 30-m resolution. The images are

projected on to an ellipsoid without considering differ-

ences in surface elevation to the true geoid. The

ellipsoid surface used is the Goddard Earth Model-6

(GEM06) that assumes an equatorial radius of

6378.144 km and polar radius of 6356.755 km

(Olmsted, 1994). The results of the mapping were

combined with bedrock geology information and

spatially analyzed using ESRI Arc/Info 7.0.4 and

GRID, INFO, ArcEdit and ArcPlot modules. Earth
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Fig. 3. (A) 0.2� 0.2j SAR viewing window. (B) Same view lineaments (represented by Lineamentcov in B) mapped as interpreted from the SAR imagery.
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Fig. 4. Map depicting lineaments mapped from SAR compared with field based mapping of Tsukanov et al. This figure demonstrates the strong correlation between the lineaments

mapped from radar and those mapped from field studies.
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Fig. 5. (A) GIS processing steps for this analysis. Superscripts refer to specific Arc/Info commands described in Zimmerman (2000). (B) Flow

chart depicting the structure of the NMM method as described in Ku (2001).
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Resource Mapping ERMapper 5.5A software was also

used to mosaic, optimize, and analyze the SAR

images. For complete processing details, refer to

Zimmerman (2000); an abbreviated methodology is

presented below.

In this paper, a lineament is defined as a linear

feature observable by a variation in radar backscatter

in the high resolution SAR image when viewed in a

0.2� 0.2j (UTM Zone 57 extents were approximately

22� 22 km) viewing region (Fig. 3). Thrust faults are

well documented in the Cape Kamchatka region and it

is difficult to correctly represent the three-dimensional

orientation and geometry of a thrust fault. This defi-

nition excludes the majority of thrust faults in the

region due to their curvilinear nature, thereby reduc-

ing the overall number of thrust faults mapped in the

region. We verified the mapping technique through a

comparison of the lineament maps determined from

radar data with field maps of Perchesky et al. (1997),

Gaeidicke et al. (1998) and Tsukanov et al. (2002,

personal communication) (Fig. 4). The location of

faults from the field study maps and lineaments

mapped from radar correspond well in the Eastern

Kumroch range, and in the northern and southern

regions of Cape Kamchatka. The faults and linea-

ments compare in spatial location and orientation.

Fig. 6. Rose diagrams of the mapped lineaments that have been grouped based on the age of the bedrock cross-cut. Four, polygon feature class,

geologic-unit age groups are cross-cut in this region. Each population of lineaments displays three trends as labeled in the figure.
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Once the full mosaic of high-resolution radar

images was mapped for lineament structures, the

interpreted vector-feature lineament layer was

exported into an Arc/Info arc-feature coverage and

spatially analyzed with respect to existing bedrock

geology coverages (Fig. 5). The bedrock geology

served as a grouping constraint for the SAR-derived

lineament dataset to evaluate the potential for changes

in the stress regime with time. The bedrock geology

coverages used are a small component (four adjacent

tiles) of a larger multi-national, multi-year effort by

the Main Research Information Computer Center

(GlavNIVC), Russian Ministry of Natural Resources

and the United States Geological Survey to digitally

map all of Russia (area: 17,075,000 km2)(AGI, 1998).

The geologic geodataset coverages of the GlavNIVC/

USGS effort were derived from the geologic maps of

Nalivkin (1984). Other digital data resources and

terrane maps (Nokleberg et al., 1997, 1998; Greniger

et al., 1999) were reviewed as part of this study. The

mapped lineament dataset was subdivided based on

the age of the geologic unit polygon feature that the

lineament cross-cut (Fig. 6). Statistical analysis with

custom and modified C program computer code was

performed on each division of the lineament dataset.

2.1. Numerical modeling

The numerical manifold method is a new numer-

ical method that provides a unified framework for

solving problems dealing with continuous media,

discontinuous media, or a combination of both (Shi,

1995, 1997; Lin et al., 1999; Ku, 2001). There are

three main features of the Numerical Manifold

Method (NMM), block kinematics, a two-layer

description of the modeling problem, and the simplex

integration method. The two-layer description of the

modeling problem consists of a physical mesh, which

Table 1

(A) General model parameters

Model General parameters

1 Three-plate model: the Pacific plate is moving at a slower rate than predicted by Engebretson et al. (1985)

to represent subduction while the Komandorskiy block is moving rapidly with collision occurring for 5.52 Ma.

2 Two-plate model: same conditions as model 1; a subducting Pacific plate and no Komandorskiy block.

3 Two-plate model: the rate of the Pacific plate is increased to that predicted by the Engebretson et al. (1985)

model to represent more of an effect from collision in the NMM model.

4 Three-plate model: adds the Komandorskiy block to model 3. The Komandorskiy block is moving at a

relatively slower rate, as indicated by the GPS measurements of Avé Lallement (personal communication, 2000).

5 Three-plate model: same as model 4 except the Komandorskiy starts off colliding with the Kamchatka Peninsula.

(B) Direction and rate parameters for numerical manifold method analysis

Model Block 1 Block 2

(mm/year)

Block 3

(mm/year)

Orientation of

blocks 2 and 3 (j)

Model 1 stationary 58.15 78.71 306.4a

Model 2 stationary 58.15 – 306.4a

Model 3 stationary 93.74a – 306.4a

Model 4 stationary 93.74a 28.14b 306.4a

Model 5 stationary 93.74a 28.14b 306.4a

(C) Physical parameters for numerical manifold method analysis

Unit Elastic modulus

[E] [E+ 10 N/m2]

Poisson’s ratio

[m] [average]
Compressive Strength

[E + 08 N/m2]

Block 1 (granite) 1.7–7.6 � 0.3–0.55 [0.04] 1.6–2.9

Block 2 (basalt) 4.9–11.2 � 0.04–0.42 [0.17] 0.81–3.6

Block 3 (basalt) 4.9–11.2 � 0.04–0.42 [0.17] 0.81–3.6

All values from (Johnson, 1970).
a From Engebretson et al. (1985).
b Modified from Avé Lallemant (personal communication, 2000).
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is used to describe the physical boundaries including

all discontinuities and a second mathematical mesh,

which is a mesh of a regular geometric pattern. The

number of mathematical elements was chosen accord-

ing to computational accuracy requirements. The

overlapping of these two descriptions is a manifold

description (Lin et al., 1999). The Numerical Mani-

fold Method (NMM) analysis was developed to model

stress orientations in rock masses (Lin et al., 1999).

Where rock masses often contain more than one

fracture set, the geometric scale becomes more impor-

tant as the different fracture sets may have different

originating stress geometries. Lin et al. (1999) notes

that it is essential to have reasonable estimates of the

displacement field even with simplifications, since

this field represents the fundamental basis for evalu-

ating failure modes and resultant material stresses. To

do this, they utilize the numerical manifold method to

better constrain the displacement field. This method is

effective when concerned with two fracture sets; a

dominant and secondary set. The primary set is

defined as the set with wider spacing that governs

the overall kinematics of the rock mass. The secon-

dary set is the source of some relative motion, but it is

confined by the primary fracture set so the importance

of the motion is irrelevant to the numerical calculation

(Lin et al., 1999).

The numerical manifold method is a mixed con-

tinuum-discrete method. Fractures of the primary set

are modeled as discontinuities, and those of the

secondary set as a continuum. In this method, two

model layers completely define the numerical prob-

lem; the first layer is the physical mesh layer, and the

second is a mathematical mesh layer. Within the

physical mesh layer are the problem boundaries and

discontinuities affected by the primary fracture set.

The mathematical mesh layer can be a mesh of a

regular pattern geometry or combination of arbitrarily

selected figures. The size and geometry of the math-

ematical mesh layer can be changed in accordance

with the geometry of the modeling problem, accuracy

desired in the solution, and physical properties of the

Fig. 7. Block configurations and numerical mesh for Numerical Manifold Method Analysis. Block 1 represents the Kamchatka Peninsula, block

2 is the Pacific plate and block 3 is the Komandorskiy Block. (A) Configuration used for models 2 and 3; (B) configuration used for models 1, 4

and 5.
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region of interest (Lin et al., 1999). For this study, the

size of the blocks is represented in real world dimen-

sions for Kamchatka.

To complete an NMM analysis, a selected spatial

region of rock mass is mathematically represented as

an interconnected mesh of between 100 and 1000

triangular elements depending on the spatial and

accuracy requirements of the solution. Within each

triangular spatial element the displacement field is

assumed to be linear and all physical parameters are

constant. The physical parameters include elastic

modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (m), and the compressive

strength of the material (refer to Table 1 for the

values used in our model). Initially the material

behaves elastically until the principal stress exceeds

the material yield strength and the material begins to

fracture in accordance with the Mohr–Couloumb

failure criteria (Lin et al., 1999). The NMM is pri-

marily used for smaller scale numerical modeling

applications, yet can be applied to the larger scale

stress problem of plate tectonics. Changing the size

and geometry of the mesh to match the spatial

regions involved and selecting the appropriate phys-

ical parameters and stress orientations associated

with tectonic applications does this. For our study,

the size and geometry of the mesh reflect the actual

size of the Kamchatka Peninsula and our tested

geometry of plates and blocks in the region (Figs.

7 and 11).

3. Application of models

To investigate the two plate model of Engebretson

et al. (1984, 1985) for describing the tectonic geom-

etry of plates in the northwestern Pacific Basin, five

representative points from the Cape Kamchatka

Region were input used to calculate expected linear

velocities and relative motion azimuths. Using a North

America-fixed model, finite rotation poles were used

to determine linear convergence vectors for the Pacific

and Farallon oceanic plates for the past 43 Ma.

Assuming that the North American plate is fixed

simplifies the numerical model and allows the com-

Fig. 8. Representation of the stresses as described for determining the NMM model. Refer to Eqs. (1) and (2) (from Ku, 2001).
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parison of numerical results with features formed by

the interaction of the Kamchatka Peninsula and inter-

acting oceanic plates. It is assumed that these con-

vergence vectors represent a proxy for relative stresses

in this region.

To forward model the two-plate geometry (Chap-

man and Solomon, 1976; Engebretson et al., 1984,

1985) and three-block geometry configuration

(Mackey et al., 1997; Avé Lallemant et al., 1999;

Oldow et al., 1999), Numerical Manifold Method

analysis was employed. For the geometric configura-

tion of blocks in our models, we starting with approx-

imations to previously described plate configurations

in the region as noted above. Two-block configura-

tions and three-block configurations (Fig. 7) were

tested in five NMM models where velocity varied in

the moving blocks (Table 1). In all models block 1,

representing the Kamchatka Peninsula, (North Amer-

ican plate) is held stationary. Block 2 represents the

Pacific plate moving in the northwest direction, spe-

cifically with orientation of 306.4j. The velocity of

block 2 changes in the different models to represent

the stress influence from a predominantly subducting

or colliding plate. Block 3 represents the proposed

Komandorskiy Block, also moving in the northwest

direction (orientation 306.4j) with velocity changing

to represent constant collision or the onset of collision

for the duration of the model. All models are run for

100 time steps corresponding to a total time duration

of 5.58 Ma.

The mesh used for the NMM analysis contained

982 triangular elements for the three-block models and

936 triangular elements for the two-block models (Fig.

7). For each element in the mesh rx, ry, and rxy stresses

were calculated, where rx is the normal stress in the x

direction, ry is the normal stress in the y direction, and

rxy is the stress orientation in the xy plane (Fig. 8).

Once rx, ry, and rxy were calculated at the center of

each triangular element, these forces were used to

define the maximum (r1) and minimum (r3) principal
stress vectors using Eqs. (1) and (2). The stress vectors

r1 ¼
1

2
ðrx þ ryÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
xy þ

1

4
ðrx � ryÞ2

� �s
ð1Þ

r3 ¼
1

2
ðrx þ ryÞ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
xy þ

1

4
ðrx � ryÞ2

� �s
ð2Þ

were used to predict orientations of different faults

types for each model in accordance with the Ander-

sonian theory of faulting (Fig. 9), which were then

compared to the orientations of the observed linea-

ments (Sylvester, 1988).

To compare the results of NMM modeling with the

observations of lineaments at Cape Kamchatka, the

orientation values for the principle stress at each

triangular element were used to calculate the predicted

mean orientations for a pair of conjugate strike–slip

Fig. 9. Diagram representing the structural pattern produced by

dextral simple-shear (after Park, 1988).

Table 2

Observed and predicted mean orientations for faults based on NMM

modeling

Model Predicted thrust

fault orientation (j)
Predicted conjugate

strike slip orientation

Set 1 (j) Set 2 (j)

Model 1 211F1.8 241F1.8 301F1.8

Model 2 203F 2.1 233F 2.1 293F 2.1

Model 3 248F 1.2 278F 1.2 338F 1.2

Model 4 248F 1.2 278F 1.2 338F 1.2

Model 5 241F1.4 271F1.4 310F 1.4

Observed 210F 1.4 240F 1.4 310F 1.4
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Fig. 10. Rose diagrams depicting the predicted orientations of thrust, strike–slip and conjugate strike–slip faults based on NMM analysis; BIN

size = 5j. Each row shows the results of one model; column 1 is thrust faults and columns 2 and 3 showing are strike–slip faults. (A) Model 1,

N= 798; (B) model 2, N = 793; (C) model 3, N= 797; (D) model 4, N = 800; (E) Model 5, N = 802.
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Fig. 11. Orientation principal major and minor stresses at 5.58 Ma as determined by Numerical Manifold Method analysis for all models. Lengths of r1 and r3 are scaled by respective

magnitudes and are centered within their respective triangular mesh element. (A) Model 1, (B) model 2, (C) model 3, (D) model 4, (E) model 5, (F) model blocks with Kamchatka

coastline for reference.
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faults and thrust faults following the Andersonian

model of faulting (Table 2, Fig. 10). The mean

orientations for each fault type were calculated using

GeOrient and represents the spherical mean that is a

best-fit estimate for non-polar azimuthal data. In

addition to the mean orientations of the features

formed in response to the stress, the spatial location

of the stress vectors needs to be considered in eval-

uating each of the models (Fig. 11). Fig. 11 shows the

orientation for principal major and minor stresses

(length scaled by magnitude) in each triangular ele-

ment at the end-stage of the NMM analysis for each

model. The spatial distribution of the larger stress

vectors varies throughout block 1 (Kamchatka Pen-

insula) amongst the five models. For example, model

1 and model 5 are the only models which show large

stress vectors at Cape Kamchatka; whereas model 2

only shows large stress vectors just north of Shipun-

skiy Peninsula (southern region of model space).

Since the predicted fault orientations are based on

r1 and r3 in each triangular element and then grouped

to determine mean orientations, the spatial location of

each element needs to be considered when evaluating

the model results with the observed data. The sim-

ilarity between model 1 and observed data from SAR

indicates that the model 1 parameters acceptably

describe the tectonic configuration in the northwestern

Pacific basin. That is, three tectonic blocks interact-

ing, where the Pacific plate is subducting and the

Komandorskiy block is colliding with the Kamchatka

Peninsula.

4. Results

The lineaments were grouped based on the age of

the rock units they crosscut using topologically based

spatial overlay operations to create the new geo-data

sets. Spatial locations of lineaments were quantita-

tively compared with orientations of the observed

structural features. The mean orientations of these

lineaments are shown in the last row of Table 2.

Using a UTM map projection (UTM Zone 57), linea-

ment data elements were calculated using planar

geometry-based numerical calculations. This Carte-

sian northings–eastings meter surface preserves geoid

surface angles exactly and introduces only minor

distortions to distances. Lineament orientation, length,

parallel and perpendicular pacing-centroid, and spatial

offset data for each lineament were calculated using a

technique modified from Clark and Wilson (1994).

Comparing the predicted orientations from the two-

plate model with the orientations of the mapped

lineaments, there is reasonable agreement with faults

cross-cutting Quaternary, Paleogene, and possibly

Neogene age rocks. Since the time frame defined by

the finite rotation poles of Engebretson et al. (1984)

does not correspond directly with geologic time

periods, a direct comparison is difficult. Our observed

data is somewhat consistent with the Engebretson et

al. (1984) model in the Quaternary and Late Paleo-

gene; however, there is little correlation with data for

the Neogene and Early Paleogene. The similarities

with primary trends in predicted (from Engebretson et

al., 1984 model) and observed lineament orientation

may suggest that the Engebretson et al. (1984) model

accurately predicts regional stress at Cape Kamchatka,

thus indicating that the dominant stress in the region

may be from the interaction between the Pacific and

North American plates. In this interpretation, the

disagreement with the trends through most of the

Neogene is due to the formation and movement of

the Komandorskiy–Aleutian Arc block. In addition,

within the framework of this interpretation, the

observed lineament azimuth distribution accurately

and quantitatively records, and may be interpreted

as, a proxy for regional lithospheric stress.

Because Kamchatka is comprised of accreted ter-

ranes, the age of the rock may not be as important as

its geographic location with respect to the plate

boundary. Cretaceous rock units compose the most

outboard unit in the southern section of the study area.

Therefore the signature of modern stresses occurs in

the oldest rocks in the study region. This may be one

reason why the majority of the lineaments are found in

the Cretaceous-age rocks. Another may be that the

spatial geographic extent of the Cretaceous units

within the SAR-based region of investigation is the

largest followed by the Neogene. The Quaternary-age

units are wide ranging, but also represent recent

volcanism possibly erasing structures. In addition,

many of the Quaternary units are in the region of

volcanic centers, which was avoided during mapping

due to layover effects in the radar data.

Although there is some agreement with our map-

ped data and the model data of Engebretson et al.
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(1984, 1985) as noted above, there is not total agree-

ment across time or with secondary and tertiary

orientation trends. These inconsistencies, lead us to

explore more complex plate configurations invoking

the collisions of the Komandorskiy block using NMM

analysis. As discussed above five tectonic models

were explored with the results compared to our

mapped results. The predicted orientations for model

1 match trends in the observed data fairly well. The

primary and secondary trends of observed lineaments

correlate reasonably well with the orientations for the

conjugate pairs of strike–slip faults when comparing

rose diagram distributions and mean orientations. The

third trend of observed lineaments correlates very well

with thrust faults when comparing mean orientations.

The location of stress vectors closely matches the

location of the mapped lineaments on the Kamchatka

Peninsula (Block 1).

The other NMM model results for two-block and

three-block configurations did not correlate as well as

model 1 with the observed data set. The two-plate

models (models 2 and 3) do not accurately predicting

the geographic location of the larger stress vectors that

correspond to the location of mapped lineaments. The

remaining three-plate models also do not agree as well

as model 1. In model 4 where the Komandorskiy

block initiates collision in the final time step, the end

result is no different than model 3, a two-plate model.

Model 5, uses the same parameters as model 4,

however the Komandorskiy block starts colliding at

the beginning of the model run, which results in a

narrower predicted mean orientation for the different

fault types. Agreement was found between the pre-

dicted orientation for conjugate strike slip faults with

mapped observations, however the overall trends for

the other fault types does not agree.

When the lineament data set is spatially divided

into groups based on the age of the youngest rock unit

cross-cut, a similar pattern of three trends is seen

correlating to the different fault types. However, there

is some variation of the mean orientation for each

fault type indicating that tectonic rotation may have

occurred in the region as well as the possibility of

some over printing from more recent deformation

events. The more inboard units still match the overall

picture predicted by model 1. Observed variation from

this predicted orientation may be explained by pre-

existing faults formed from a past stress regime of

collision like that suggested by Tapponnier et al.

(1982) and were subsequently rotated by one or more

of the methods for tectonic rotation as described by

MacDonald (1980). In the inboard units overprinting

of the modern stress field may have occurred as

indicated by agreement between NMM model 1

predictions and observed trends.

5. Conclusion

In this study, one objective was to create and

validate a method of regional mapping of linear

structural features from high-resolution radar data.

The fusion of geo-data sets within a geographical

information system quantifies the relationship

between structural features and geology in the tectoni-

cally active region of the northwestern Pacific Basin.

This information provides a test for models of plate

motion and plate configuration in the region—a topic

of debate for the past three decades. The Geographical

Information Systems method of quantifying the linear

features is applicable and useful as a grouping proc-

ess, but does not provide absolute dating of the

lineaments. Subdividing the lineaments into groups

based on the age of the bedrock they cross-cut is

useful for determining geographic extent and cluster-

ing of lineaments in addition to looking for lineament

trends within a given age unit. Our study suggests that

the most likely tectonic configuration in the north-

western Pacific basin is one that incorporates the

existence of the Komandorskiy block. Our modeled

results for a three-plate configuration with the Pacific

plate subducting and the Komandorskiy block (model

1) moving rapidly and colliding with the Kamchatka

Peninsula best matched the mapped lineament data. In

comparison with proposed two-plate models and our

own two-plate models, our observational data corre-

late well in some areas, but poorly in others, whereas

our three-plate model had very good agreement in all

areas. Movement of the Komandorskiy block has

resulted in a detectable proxy represented by SAR-

observable lineament structures in the Cape Kam-

chatka region of the Kamchatka Peninsula. In the

future, we plan to add the depth dimension to our

NMM model and numerically model basal shear. We

also plan to examine other remotely sensed data of the

area to continue mapping structural features to add to
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our database. The addition of these data will aid in the

evaluation of future models.
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